ELEPHANT SAFARI TOUR

Elephant Show, bathing, riding, oxcart riding, bamboo skiff rafting, Hill Tribe Village, and visit orchid and butterfly farm or elephant poopoo paper park or insect zoo.

☐ 8:00 am: A 40 minute journey takes us north of Chiang Mai, to arrive at the Maetaman Elephant Camp, home to over 50 elephants, offering you a chance to be close to these majestic animals. Before the elephant show starts you are able to see the elephants bathing in the Mae Taeng River. You can also play with the elephants closely, feed them bananas or sugar cane.

☐ 9:30 am: Then we spend the morning relaxing while the elephants show off their skill, strength and dexterity in a demonstration that will astound you. After the show, take the elephant riding around the forest area (for 45 minutes) then continue to take the oxcart riding which was one of the local transportation in the past.

☐ 12:00 pm: International buffet lunch is served at the elephant camp.

☐ 1:00 pm: After lunch, take a 50-minute bamboo skiff rafting along Mae Tang river.

☐ 2:00 pm: Take a local transportation to nearby Hill Tribe Village 'Ban Huay Pa Rai' where local people Karen Palong, Kayaw (big ears), Kayan (long neck) live. There are some traditional clothes for visitors to purchase as well as jewelry and other handicraft items.

☐ 3:00 pm: On the way journey back to the city, make one or more stops of your choices at famous tourist spots on Mae Rim route. The program includes admission fee to one of three suggestions: Orchid and butterfly farm, Elephant poopoo paper park, or Insect zoo.

☐ 4:00 pm: Return to the hotel.

Full-day tour. The tour is private basis. Minimum of 2 persons required.

Includes: Admission & tickets at elephant camp and hill tribe village, Admission to Orchid and butterfly farm OR Elephant poopoo paper Park OR Insect zoo, English speaking guide, Lunch, Accident Insurance (for age 1-75 yrs.)

Options (on your own expense):
- Visit Tiger kingdom or other places in the area.
- Extra trip hours: 500THB/hour/car.

Cancellation Policy:
- Changes/cancellation can be made free of charge up to 24 hours before departure.
- 100% charge is applied if no show or cancelled within 24 hours before departure.
- Timetable or itinerary may be changed under certain circumstances.